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ABSTRACT
The availability of low-power Wi-Fi radio modules opens up opportunities to leverage the existing prevalent Wi-Fi infrastructure for large-scale trials and deployments of Ubicomp technology. In this paper we address the challenge of supporting end-users, especially when they are not technical experts, in connecting new low-power, low-cost Wi-Fi devices with very minimal UIs to an existing, secure Wi-Fi infrastructure. We report two usability studies through which 30 participants, with no formal technical training, compared 4 alternative configuration techniques, selected based on cost and consumption constraints, and on adoption in off-the-shelf products. Through an analysis of success rate and causes of failure, our results indicate that two techniques are noticeably more usable than others. These are a web-based configuration mechanism, where users connect to an access point on the Wi-Fi device, and one that makes use of a standard audio cable to connect a smartphone to the device to be configured.
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INTRODUCTION
Networking and computational devices, sensors, and actuators are becoming increasingly available, miniaturized and inexpensive. At the same time, Internet connectivity and the Web are integrated into everyday life in most of the developed world, and increasingly so in developing countries. This combination promotes a growing adoption of Ubiquitous Computing outside controlled research environments. This technology is now seeing a new wave of popularity in the mass media and consumer market under the phrase “Internet of Things” (IoT). In particular, the introduction onto the market of low-power Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) radio modules makes it possible to leverage the existing and prevalent Wi-Fi infrastructure to connect low-consumption, and even battery-powered, Wi-Fi devices to the Internet. Indeed, statistics from 2012 indicate Wi-Fi availability in a quarter of households worldwide. This low-power technology combined with such a high level of coverage opens up opportunities for large-scale trials and actual deployment.

Our work is motivated by scenarios where devices may be installed by end-users directly, or by a “facilitator” who is not a technical expert. Such a facilitator may for example be an energy poverty advisor installing environmental sensors to better understand their clients’ routines, as proposed by Fischer et al. [9], or a caregiver setting up an instrumented pill box to help improve their clients’ medication compliance, as envisioned by de Oliveira et al. [7]. The facilitator would visit households of clients and install wireless devices, connecting them to an existing Wi-Fi infrastructure.

We are specifically interested in small devices, such as battery-powered wireless sensors, displays or actuators. These devices, hereafter referred to as ‘Wi-Fi devices’ for conciseness, include very minimal UIs (LEDs rather than graphic displays, single buttons rather than keyboards) making it difficult for a person to input information directly into them. Instead this task can be supported by an external device with a more complete UI such as a smartphone, a ubiquitous, always at-hand object. In practical terms, for a new Wi-Fi device to join an existing (secured) Wi-Fi network, the network name (“SSID”) and passphrase must be somehow entered. The question we address, then, is: what is the best method to allow the user to transfer the Wi-Fi network name and passphrase from a smartphone to a Wi-Fi device with little or no UI? We constrained the design space to only use low cost hardware, to reflect the observation that our potential users would often have “to manage on a tight budget” [9].

To date, the Ubicomp community has contributed considerably to the design and implementation of systems and appli-

\(^1\)E.g. the Microchip RN family or the GainSpan Wi-Fi can reportedly run off 2 AA batteries for over a year.
\(^2\)http://tinyurl.com/7d2h3b5
cations, as well as studies of their adoption and usage, with prototypes and field trials set up by researchers (e.g. [10, 7, 15, 34, 9]). In contrast, limited work has been done to address how to set up the necessary infrastructure (e.g. [6, 3, 31]). We believe that the configuration of Ubicomp systems by end users (especially those without technical training) poses a considerable interaction challenge not yet fully addressed.

To address this challenge, we report two usability studies through which 30 participants, with no formal technical training, compared a number of alternative techniques. The choice of configuration techniques was informed by technical constraints that would allow them to be realistically adopted on a Wi-Fi device, as well as by the techniques already integrated in off-the-shelf products. The results indicate, through an analysis of success rate and causes of failure, that some techniques are noticeably more usable than others. These are a web-based configuration mechanism, where a user connects to an access point on the Wi-Fi device, and one that makes use of a standard audio cable to connect the smartphone to the device to be configured. The participants’ subjective preferences, elicited through a questionnaire, suggest that different configuration procedures can also affect the user experience.

**RELATED WORK**

Our research aims to evaluate how end users handle the initial network configuration of small Wi-Fi devices with minimal UI. As such, we are building upon prior research that has studied how householders create and maintain their home networks; approaches to simplify network configuration; HCI for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs); and existing technical work in configuration technologies, especially regarding device pairing.

**Home Network Configuration**

Prior research has investigated how householders maintain and interact with their home networks, especially with many purpose-specific devices now being added to them. The complexity of these networks is often hidden: Grinter [12] describes how cables are hidden behind and underneath furniture; equipment is hidden in cupboards and under couches; antennae are hidden in plants. This leads to difficulty in identifying sources of problems when troubleshooting. Some networked devices are integrated into established infrastructure and routines, or to reflect practical concerns in the home [30], and in-the-wild studies have found that there is typically a ‘home technology driver’ who takes responsibility for this [20]. It is therefore vital that consumers, even ‘passive users’, feel comfortable bringing and installing devices into their home network and routines [22]. While this existing research examines the positioning of off-the-shelf new hardware in the home, and how it is maintained following its installation, our work instead evaluates different interaction design options for incorporating a new device with a minimal UI into an existing network.

**Infrastructure Simplification**

Several studies have evaluated novel approaches to home network configuration by making modifications at an infrastructure level. MultiNet [3] uses a modified home router that can create virtual access points on demand. A usability experiment demonstrates that its setup took significantly less time than the solutions currently on the market, and users found the approach simple to learn. A similar study approach was used to evaluate Network-In-A-Box (NiaB) [1] and ICEbox [33]. Both systems use IR communication to exchange credentials between a laptop and a Wi-Fi router. For both of them, usability studies indicate that they outperform commercial alternatives in terms of task completion time (NiaB only), success rate and subjective preferences. Derthick et al. [8] evaluate the opportunities for appliance UIs, where appliances are augmented to run their own Wi-Fi hotspots, and serve web pages. This is a different issue than having a new device joining an existing network: indeed the authors state, ‘getting an appliance onto a shared network in the first place is a problem, since credentials need to be provided to the appliance somehow.’ This is the problem that we address. Similar to the approach by Derthick et al. we also make use of a smartphone to provide a ‘more powerful UI than [the device’s] physical controls provide.’ In summary, these approaches address a different problem than the one we focus on as they modify the infrastructure to simplify its management. Instead our aim is to find the best way to take advantage of the existing infrastructure, as in many cases it may be impossible to change it.

**Wireless Sensor Networks**

In contrast to devices typically deployed on home networks, our Wi-Fi devices are low-cost, low-power, and have minimal UIs, so are akin to nodes deployed on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). As such, we review the limited prior HCI research in this area.

SensorTune [6] offers an approach to the placement of wireless nodes in WSNs, with non-speech audio used to inform users as to the connectivity of the network that they are setting up. This method is specific to multi-hop mesh networks, with a specialised radio, and hence is quite different from our focus on Wi-Fi.

With Siftables, Merrill et al [21] investigate WSNs as user interfaces, applying principles from sensor network technologies to TUI research. However, their work is focussed on the opportunities of using an established WSN as a UI, rather than on interaction strategies for setting up wireless nodes.

**Device Pairing**

The concept of device pairing can be considered as a specific kind of wireless configuration. Pairing is the process of creating a secure bidirectional link between two wireless devices, so that data can subsequently be exchanged between them. The pairing process normally uses an out-of-band (OOB) channel, and it takes advantage of human sensory capabilities, such as audio, visual and tactile, to authenticate the wireless channel [16]. For example, when pairing a Bluetooth mouse with a computer, users may be required to push a button on the mouse when they see a prompt on the screen.

In our case we want to associate a Wi-Fi device with a Wi-Fi router, so that it can join a wireless network. This could be interpreted as pairing the Wi-Fi device with the router, but we
make use of a third, external, device to handle the association. This extra device provides the UI that is not present or sufficient on the Wi-Fi device or the router. In contrast, prior work on pairing tends to assume that at least one of the devices will have a relatively rich UI (e.g., able to display or input text).

However, in our work the interaction between the phone and the Wi-Fi device is similar to pairing, so the research in this area is reviewed by way of background.

While a cable provides no ambiguity about the device that is being paired [27], the majority of pairing approaches are wireless. These include infrared [29, 2] and NFC, used by Bluetooth OOB pairing [17]; audio techniques where melodies [26] or synthesized speech are compared [11]; and visual approaches, where one of the two devices has a camera and it decodes either a 2D barcode [19] or flashing LED [23] on the other device. Others are more physical, involving synchronized button pressing [25] or shaking of the devices [14, 18]. Chong et al. [4] report an overview of how users interact with devices when pairing low-fidelity prototypes. Some of these techniques are well suited for transmitting configuration details between the devices (e.g., infrared, Bluetooth, flashing LED), while others are only appropriate for pairing (e.g., coordinated button pressing and shaking).

Recent work has also investigated the use of a smartphone as a mediator for pairing ‘interface restricted devices’ [28] with, in the simplest case, the phone generating a secret key and passing it to both devices. This allows for the pairing of devices that may not share the same pairing technology (e.g., one may have NFC, the other Bluetooth). In our work, it is possible that the Wi-Fi router will not have any built-in pairing functionality, so the smartphone only communicates with the Wi-Fi device.

Comprehensive evaluations of pairing techniques have been undertaken: Chong et al. [5] report a conceptual analysis and literature survey about “device association” and highlight that “more studies and new methodologies for understanding users are needed”, which our work extends by comparing 4 configuration techniques. Kumar et al. [16] report a usability study of a variety of pairing techniques, but these are aimed at mobile phones with displays and input mechanisms, whereas our work focuses on devices with minimal UIs. The results of their study do suggest, however, that audio techniques are a good choice when displays are not available.

HAPADEP [26] is an example of such an audio pairing approach. One device plays an audio sequence that represents the encoded version of its public key, while the other records and decodes it. The user then verifies that a ‘slow’ version of the recorded sequence matches that played by the other device. Compared to a text-to-speech approach with automatically-generated sentences, it was found to be an easy to use alternative to prior techniques, though unsuitable for noisy environments and requiring a microphone on the receiving device, and a speaker on both. These hardware requirements are not suitable for our low-cost and low-power Wi-Fi devices, and instead we use an audio transfer approach that uses a headphone jack connection.

Other researchers have investigated pairing approaches that use flashing lights. Saxena [23] found that a flashing LED on one device, paired with a camera on the other, would be a performant alternative to approaches that required screens showing barcode representations of public keys [19]. Systems for data transmission subsequent to pairing have also been developed to make use of flashing lights: LedTX [24] provides data transfer from a UbiLighter instrumented lighter, with a flashing LED on the lighter decoded by a Javascript program accessing a laptop’s webcam; FlashLight [13] creates a bidirectional communication channel between a tabletop and mobile phone, using the built-in cameras and displays of the devices. The latter in fact uses this as both a means for pairing and data transmission, as the transmission cannot be hijacked without being visible to the user. While these systems have not been evaluated with users, the authors’ proof of concept implementations suggest that a flashing light approach could be an option for the configuration of a Wi-Fi device. However, while we can assume that a smartphone has a suitable display for the purposes of transmission, a camera is not a feasible addition to the device. Instead, we evaluate an approach that uses a light sensor in its place.

**CONFIGURING WI-FI DEVICES WITH MINIMAL UI**

As described in the introduction, we are interested in taking advantage of existing, password protected, Wi-Fi networks, which are already available in many buildings, to connect new, low-power Ubicomp devices to the Internet. In practice, this means that users will need to input the Wi-Fi network name (“SSID”) and passphrase – two alphanumeric sequences – into the devices. As stated above, our interest is on devices that have only minimal UI, and for which it would be impractical to add UI capabilities just for the task of initial configuration. It would not be cost-effective (or even sustainable) to include a screen on a networked sensor device, just for the purpose of configuration – an activity that is supposed to take place sporadically.

Some wireless routers [32] include a “Protected Setup Push Button Configuration” (WPS-PBC) feature, which is designed to simplify the connection of new devices to the network. While this technique would in principle be suitable to configure the type of devices we are interested in, in practice WPS-PBC is not available on all existing routers, and it has known security issues3. Moreover, even in situations where it is available, physical access to the router may be impractical, such as when the routers are installed out of reach (e.g., near the ceiling).

Our chosen approach, instead, is to take advantage of the keyboard and screen available on another device, such as a computer, phone or tablet. In our evaluation, detailed below, we use a smartphone rather than a PC or tablet for two reasons. Firstly, phones are generally more limited in terms of processing power, available ports and UI, so we expect any configuration approach that works on the phone will also easily transfer to a personal computer. Secondly, mobile phones are normally more convenient or practical to carry around than a computer, especially if a user is installing devices in multiple

3http://tinyurl.com/7ztevun
locations. To avoid introducing multiple novel factors into the study design, we used input methods (touchscreen keyboard for text entry) commonly found on smartphone interfaces.

We are particularly interested in applications where the budget may be tight, such as energy poverty advice and healthcare (as described in the introduction), so we further constrained the design space to only use low-cost hardware, and therefore ruled out cameras, screens, speakers, or Bluetooth radios, assuming they will only be used for configuration. We also ruled out technology that is not yet prevalent on mobile phones, such as NFC. As a result, we narrowed the options to compare down to three initial approaches. These were chosen because they mirror options used in industry: connecting the phone to the device through a USB cable, transmitting information visually by flashing the screen of the phone, or creating a temporary ad-hoc network used only for the initial configuration. Each is described in detail below.

Prototypes
In order to test the various configuration methods, 3 prototype Wi-Fi devices were developed. These have a number of features in common to ensure that they are comparable in every aspect except for their configuration mechanism, and these are described before focusing on the individual differences. Each device has a power switch, a configuration button, and a status light, as illustrated in Figure 1. They are enclosed in identical 3D printed boxes, which include a plastic window, to allow users to see the status light. When first turned on the devices indicate that they need to be configured by flashing the status light. On pressing the configuration button, the status light stops blinking and remains lit until the configuration is either successful (the status light turns off), or unsuccessful (the status light resumes blinking). While in commercial products the device would boot into configuration mode at first, we took into account the process of reconfiguration to more easily allow performance measurements.

Each device contains the same hardware at its core: a custom board with an AVR microcontroller. The board also includes the status LED and button, a light sensor, USB connector, and programming pins. Finally, an RN-XV WiFly module is mounted on the board. This is a low power Wi-Fi module that allows for the board to connect to a Wi-Fi network. At just over £25, this is the most expensive of all the components in the device: the bill of materials being approximately £35.

A custom firmware was developed for each individual prototype, allowing them to be configured using the three different approaches described in the following subsections.

USB
This approach uses a USB cable to transmit the network name and passphrase from the phone to the Wi-Fi device. The device’s firmware makes use of an open source USB library\(^4\) to communicate with an Android application running on the phone. A similar technique is used to configure many Wi-Fi printers already on the market, such as those by HP and Brother, using a laptop or desktop computer. With these products, users connect a USB cable from their computer to the printer, and software installed on the computer lets the user set up the device to connect to an existing Wi-Fi network.

With our prototype, users need to physically connect the smartphone to the device and press the button on the device to put it into configuration mode. At this point the phone detects the device’s unique identifier and automatically launches the configuration application. This application consists of a simple input form through which users enter the network information (network name and passphrase), which is then transmitted to the device via the USB connection. As soon as the transmission is over, the application automatically closes. The device is programmed to configure its wireless connection accordingly. If incorrect details are given, or it is otherwise unable to set up the connection, the device returns to an unconfigured state so the user can try again.

It should be noted that, while USB is a common standard, it is only supported by some mobile phones, and a special USB “On-The-Go” cable is required. This method would, however, be compatible with the majority of laptop and desktop computers, provided suitable software drivers were installed.

Flashing
Flashing configuration makes use of a light sensor on the Wi-Fi device to detect changes of brightness of the phone screen. The phone encodes the information to be sent to the device into a sequence of brightness levels, and this is then flashed to the sensor. This technique is used in some existing commercial products, including those that use the ElectricImp\(^5\) platform, such as the Aros air conditioner\(^6\).

\(^{4}\)http://www.obdev.at/vusb/
\(^{5}\)http://electricimp.com
\(^{6}\)http://www.quirky.com/shop/752
With this approach, users need to enter their network details on the phone, press the configuration button on the device, and then put the phone face-down over the window of the device\(^7\), as shown in Figure 2. After a 5 second countdown from when they enter the information on the phone, the screen flashes to transmit the credentials over to the device. To indicate the completion of the transmission, the phone vibrates and a ‘chime’ sound is played. At this point the user can see if the configuration process was successful or not. This use of sound is essential, as the display of the phone is covered once it is placed onto the device. There is also a timeout on the device: if it takes longer than 35 seconds, the device returns to its unconfigured mode.

From a technical point of view, our implementation of flashing configuration is platform agnostic. It runs entirely within the web browser using HTML and Javascript: only a screen, keyboard, and speaker are required, whether on a smartphone or on a computer.

A modified Manchester encoding is applied to a binary representation of the network information data: 1 is encoded as a LOW,HIGH sequence, and 0 as a HIGH,LOW sequence, where LOW and HIGH refer to the screen brightness levels: black and white. This type of encoding was chosen to allow the clock recovery and synchronization from the received signal, as well as for the equal distribution of LOW and HIGH symbols, to facilitate calibration. The standard Manchester encoding, however, relies on an accurate clock on the transmitter, which cannot be guaranteed impossible in a field study. Moreover, the comparison of different configuration strategies would in any case conflict with the complex configuration options exposed by the specific Wi-Fi module we use. So, a native Android application was developed that automatically connects to the wireless network at launch, to minimize interaction with the phone’s settings interface, and exposes the same UI for network SSID and passphrase as our USB application, described above. These details are then sent to the webserver from the application. This approach would not work with iPhones or iPads, as it is not possible to change the wireless network connection from an application in iOS.

**STUDY 1**

A lab usability study was designed and conducted to comparatively evaluate the IoT configuration methods described above. This was performed in the lab to easily allow precise performance measurements, which would be difficult or impossible in a field study. Moreover, the comparison of different configuration strategies would in any case conflict with a naturalistic observation in the field.

**Participants**

Fifteen volunteers were recruited via mailing lists. A total of 12 females and 3 males, aged between 24 and 65 (mean: 40, std. dev. 13). All subjects expressed interest in participating via email, showing familiarity with computers, and received a £10 shopping voucher for their time. Anyone who expressed interest and was above 18 years of age was included in the study, so long as they did not have a technical background (i.e. no degree in computing or engineering and not in technical employment) and did not suffer from epilepsy (due to the flashing lights used in the flashing configuration).

All of the participants in the study stated that they used a computer for work on a daily basis. 10 (67%) use a phone for work on a daily basis; 4 (27%) occasionally use a mobile phone; and 1 (6%) rarely uses a mobile phone. All but one participant had connected their computer or phone to a wireless network; 9 (60%) had set up a wireless network; and 9 (60%) had set up a device, that was not a computer, to connect to a wireless network.

**Method**

The user trial consisted of three tasks to configure a Wi-Fi device to connect to an existing wireless network: one using the flashing approach; one using the USB approach; and one using the web approach. The ordering of these tasks was permuted to reduce carry-over effects: 5 participants started with flashing, 5 with USB, 5 with web, and the remaining 2 conditions were alternated.

---

\(^7\)as the device enclosure is made of plastic there is no risk to damage the phone screen
\(^7\)https://nest.com/
\(^7\)http://www.wemothat.com/
\(^7\)http://www.fitbit.com/uk/aria

---

When the user puts our device into configuration mode, by pressing its button, the Wi-Fi module enters a setup state: it acts as an access point, it creates an “ad-hoc” network, and it launches a web server running on the embedded device. By connecting to the network and navigating to a specific web page, the network name and passphrase can be specified, as well as more advanced details.

We aimed to use web configuration as a baseline for our experiment, and thus wanted to make it as simple to set up as possible, hiding the complex configuration options exposed by the specific Wi-Fi module we use. So, a native Android application was developed that automatically connects to the wireless network at launch, to minimize interaction with the phone’s settings interface, and exposes the same UI for network SSID and passphrase as our USB application, described above. These details are then sent to the webserver from the application. This approach would not work with iPhones or iPads, as it is not possible to change the wireless network connection from an application in iOS.
At the beginning of the experiment, participants received a general instruction sheet. This described the task and the device, and it listed the network name and password to be used to configure the device. The sheet also stated that participants should read the instructions for each condition fully before starting. Prior to each task, the participants were given task-specific instructions, the device, a Samsung Galaxy SIII smartphone, and, in the case of the USB approach, a USB cable. They were then asked to follow the instructions to configure the device, and to notify the researcher when they felt they had finished.

Following the completion of the tasks, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire on a laptop. This included questions about demographics and general background, as well as subjective evaluation of the approaches used and prior knowledge and experience with wireless devices and wireless device configuration. In particular, subjects were asked which approaches they found easiest to use and why; which approach they found most enjoyable and why; and which approach they preferred overall and why. Note that this is based on subjective perception of one’s own performance, which may or may not correspond to factual performance.

The specific background questions asked whether users were familiar with computers and mobile phones; whether they had connected their computer or phone to a new wireless network; whether they had ever set up a wireless network; and whether they had set up a device, other than a computer, to connect to a wireless network. If they answered the last question positively, they were asked for more specifics as to the device they had configured.

The experiment was filmed using two video cameras: one giving a wide angle view of their interactions with the devices and one facing the participant. The researchers also took notes during the task. The entire experiment took approximately 30 minutes, including the time to read and sign a consent form, read the instructions, complete the tasks and fill out the questionnaire.

**Results**

The USB and web configuration strategies were the most successful, with every participant managing to successfully complete the task, i.e. configuring the device. In both cases, 3 participants were unsuccessful on their first attempt, but configured the device on their second attempt. Flashing configuration led to the most failures: 4 of the 15 participants failed to configure the device entirely; 5 managed on their first attempt; 5 on their second attempt; and 1 on their third attempt. The results are summarized in Figure 3.

Task completion times, measured from the pressing of the configuration button to the completion of successful (or unsuccessful) configuration, were also recorded and analyzed. It took participants 102 seconds on average (SD: 52.6) to complete each task, ranging from 40 seconds to 245 seconds. A two-way ANOVA on configuration method and task order revealed no statistical significance across methods, but a significant effect of order (P<0.05), with no effect of interaction between the two. A post-hoc Tukey test revealed that successfully completing the 1st task took significantly longer (average of 149 seconds, SD: 53.5) than the 2nd (average of 69 seconds, SD: 26.7) and 3rd (average of 73 seconds, SD: 15.9). No correlation was found between the participants’ experience level and their performance in the study.

Results from the subjective ratings are reported in Figure 4. Web configuration was rated as the easiest and overall preferable option, while flashing was rated as most enjoyable.

**Error Analysis**

To understand the issues encountered by our participants during the study, we performed a video analysis of the recorded footage. Two researchers individually coded the footage for errors that occurred during configuration, and then harmonized them through consensus, deriving 8 initial codes. The codes were then grouped into 5 categories, described below. The distribution of error categories for each of the 3 configuration strategies is reported in Figure 5.

**Timing Issue**

Some participants encountered timing issues when configuring the device using the flashing approach. These typically occurred when the participant was too slow in placing the phone onto the device, and made it unlikely that it would calibrate correctly.

**Skipped Step**

This describes a case where participants missed a step in the configuration process. For example, some participants did not press the configuration button on the device before undertaking the configuration process: as such, it could not be configured. Similarly, one participant did not press the configuration button on the phone interface during flashing configuration, so the device returned to an unconfigured state.
Spatial Issue
The instructions for flashing configuration required that participants positioned the phone as shown in Figure 2 during configuration. Some participants placed the phone incorrectly on the device, resulting in insufficient light reaching the light sensor. In addition, one participant could not find the window on the device, on which the phone was supposed to be placed.

Waiting
On one occasion it was not clear to the participant that they should advance to the next step of the instructions. The participant launched the configuration application (the first step in the instructions) but did not then press the device configuration button (the second step in the instructions), as the phone screen stated that it was “Searching for wireless node”. The participant assumed that they should wait for this to complete, and thus the researcher intervened after a few minutes.

Questionnaire Analysis
The responses from the questionnaires were coded by two researchers, and then grouped into 8 broad categories: easy, time-sensitive, performance, physicality, feedback, fun & novelty, familiar, miscellaneous. Figure 6 illustrates the reasons expressed by participants for preferring web configuration (the favourite approach).

Examples in the easy category included “Seemed like the most straightforward!” The time-sensitive category included “[...] didn’t feel like there was a time element involved”. Examples in the performance category included “No problems with the process” and “because it worked”. Comments categorized as physicality included “it is better not to have wires” and “I think a physical connection between devices has a psychological connection for the lay user!”. The feedback category included “It’s easier to see it’s doing something”. Comments in the fun & novelty category included “It was the newest method to me so interesting to try out” and “Good fun with sounds and felt a bit different!!” Finally, the familiar category included “Most like my phone” and “Most consistent with other methods I’m used to using.”

Discussion
Web and USB configuration performed equally well. All participants managed to configure the Wi-Fi device, and both approaches had 3 errors – considerably fewer than the 22 encountered with flashing. This result suggests that both strategies could be employed successfully to configure IoT devices. Given that we originally expected that all of the configuration approaches would perform similarly due to their adoption in industry, it is surprising that the number of errors were so different. It is worth remembering, though, that this implementation of web configuration was made as simple as possible, at the expense of generality, to act as a baseline. It requires a specific phone OS and a native application in order to manipulate the phone’s Wi-Fi settings. Most existing approaches require that the user joins an ad hoc network manually before launching the configuration application.

The video analysis revealed a variety of issues that our participants encountered during the experiment, which prevented them from successfully completing the configuration task. Some of these seem to be specifically related to the configuration strategies being tested, while others seem to be more generic. In particular, “phone issues” appear to stem from the participants’ inexperience with the phone being used in the experiment; the “waiting” seems instead to be related to flaws in our task instructions, possibly simple to amend through a simple edit. Similarly, “skipped steps” seem to be due to our participants being overwhelmed by the number of steps in the instructions. In contrast, the “spatial” and “waiting” issues appear to be more directly related to the specific configuration procedure that was being tested, namely flashing.

It is worth pointing out, then, that all the failures which occurred with the USB and web strategies appear to be related to general issues (phone issues and waiting) rather than being specific to them. Instead, the flashing configuration was the only one affected by issues specific to that procedure. Of the 22 errors identified during flashing configuration, 9 were timing issues, 2 spatial issues, 8 skipped steps and 3 phone issues. On one hand, this analysis confirms the flashing configuration to be the least preferable. On the other, it identifies specific amendments that could be applied to the device, procedure and instructions to improve their performance. In terms of subjective preferences, our participants seem to have valued the simplicity of the web option, but also appreciate the novelty and perhaps even the challenge involved with flashing. While the USB and web approaches had exactly the same measured performance, it was perhaps the simplicity of the web approach that led to it being the preferred option in terms of ease of use, and also overall.
DESIGN ITERATION

The first study revealed opportunities to iterate the design of the configuration strategies, including both the instructions and the procedure itself. In particular, we decided to update the flashing approach to try to address the timing and spatial issues.

Originally we considered the web option as just a baseline comparison, and so provided an implementation that was as simple to use as possible, but very platform specific. Results from the study suggested instead that web may provide a concrete alternative, and so we decided to test it under more realistic conditions: let the user alter the phone settings to connect to the wireless network generated by the Wi-Fi device.

Finally, USB and web were equally successful in the study, with the key differences to web configuration being the use of a cable and familiarity, and some of our participants mentioned this in the questionnaire. As such, we wanted to compare how the new web approach would compare to a cable-based solution. As USB is platform dependent, and access from phone applications is often restricted (e.g. on iOS), we implemented an audio configuration approach that makes use of the headphone socket on the phone to transmit the configuration details.

Web v2
In order to make web configuration more realistic, the approach was altered such that users had to connect to the Wi-Fi device’s access point by updating the phone settings, and then launch the application to configure the device. Step by step printed instructions were provided to guide users through the process, targeting the specific phone model we used.

Again a native phone app was used to simplify the Wi-Fi module’s configuration dialog. However, the approach does not rely on platform-specific features, so it would be straightforward to develop apps for other platforms. In principle, it would even be possible to modify the firmware on the Wi-Fi module itself to make its configuration UI more usable.

Flashing v2
The flashing configuration procedure was modified with the aim of reducing the issues that affected its earlier version. In particular, to more closely guide participants step-by-step through the instructions (and hence reduce step skipping), we decided to display them on the smartphone screen, one step at a time (following the “wizard” UI pattern). Also, having instructions on screen allowed us to include some animated illustrations to direct users as to where the Wi-Fi device should be placed, in the hope of reducing spatial issues.

However, having the instructions just on the phone screen conflicted with the phone being face-down on some of the steps. To solve this issue, the approach was changed such that the user would place the Wi-Fi device onto the phone screen, leaving a small portion of the display uncovered and still visible with the device in place. In order to facilitate the precise positioning of the device on the phone, a half-circle was added to provide a means for orientation. The user is asked to complete a full circle on the phone screen using this half-circle, thus ensuring that the device is oriented correctly (see Figure 7).

Finally, to try and reduce timing issues, the configuration button on the Wi-Fi device was moved to the end of the casing, to allow for the button to be pushed after the device is placed on the phone.

![Figure 7: The Wi-Fi device placed on the phone's screen, oriented to complete a circle (1). The relocated configuration button can also be seen (2).](http://mimobaby.com/program)

Audio
The USB approach from the first study was successful (only 3 failed attempts, all due to typing issues) but, as mentioned earlier, it suffers from platform dependency: not all phone operating systems permit applications to access USB devices (even if the port is physically available). As such, we developed and tested audio configuration in its place.

Audio configuration builds upon the USB approach, though in this instance the phone is connected via an audio cable that plugs into the phone’s headphone socket and into a similar socket on the Wi-Fi device. The Mimo Baby Monitor makes use of this technique to configure its Wi-Fi base station\(^\text{11}\). While a microphone in the device was considered as an option, this would require extra complexity to function in noisy environments, and would potentially place more demand on the device’s processor and battery.

For efficiency, our technical implementation is based on the flashing configuration approach, with amplitude readings from the audio cable corresponding directly to intensity readings from the light sensor. The light sensor was replaced by a basic amplitude demodulator (capacitor, diode and resistor). In contrast to USB configuration, no extra drivers or access rights are required on the phone, as we take advantage of its existing audio playback functionality. The experience on the phone also differs: it is not possible to launch a native application when the audio cable is connected, unlike with USB, and so the device is configured via a web page that is launched by the user. This is similar to flashing configuration, with the user pressing a button in the application, and the transmission taking some time to complete.

The data is transmitted in exactly the same way, but 0, 1, and 2 correspond to the amplitude of a 5KHz wave. As the sensor input is 0 when no sound is playing, a countdown is not required: the device instead uses a signal threshold to determine when transmission starts. The phone screen is visible\(^\text{11}\).
with this approach, so a progress indicator is displayed during the transmission. As with the new version of flashing configuration, the majority of the instructions were moved onto the phone screen.

The network name and passphrase are encoded into audio using a simple web application implemented in PHP. As the majority of mobile phones can play audio files from the web, without needing any extra applications to be installed, this configuration approach has much better support than the USB approach described earlier.

STUDY 2
A second study was designed and carried out to compare the three new configuration approaches, closely following the design of the previous study.

Participants
15 volunteers were recruited, using the same approach as the first study. A total of 10 females and 5 males, aged between 23 and 54 (mean: 37, std. dev. 8.5) took part.

13 (87%) of the participants in the study stated that they used a computer for work on a daily basis, with the remaining 2 (13%) stating that they developed software using a computer (even though their formal background is not technical and their job title did not suggest it). 14 (93%) of the participants use a phone for work on a daily basis, and 1 (7%) uses a phone occasionally. 13 (87%) had connected their computer or phone to a wireless network; 6 (40%) had set up a wireless network; and 5 (33%) had set up a device, that was not a computer, to connect to a wireless network.

Method
The user trial consisted of three tasks to configure a Wi-Fi device to connect to an existing wireless network, using the three new approaches. As in Study 1, the ordering of these conditions was permuted to carry-over effects. The study was filmed and task completion time recorded. A questionnaire similar to the one from Study 1 was also administered.

Results
The audio and web configuration strategies were the most successful, with every participant configuring the Wi-Fi device on their first attempt. Flashing configuration led to the most failures: 1 of the 15 participants failed to configure the device entirely; 8 managed on their first attempt; 5 on their second attempt; and 1 on their third attempt. The results are summarized in Figure 8.

Task completion times were also recorded and analyzed. It took participants 110 seconds on average (SD: 38.8) to complete each task, ranging from 60 seconds to 226 seconds. A two-way ANOVA on configuration method and task order revealed no statistical significance across methods, but a significant effect of order (P < 0.05), with no effect of interaction between the two. A post-hoc Tukey test revealed that successfully completing the 1st task took significantly longer (average of 124 seconds, SD: 48.8) than the 2nd (average of 111 seconds, SD: 29.8) and 3rd (average of 98 seconds, SD: 34.0). Again, no correlation was found between the participants’ experience level and their performance in the study.

Results from the subjective ratings are reported in Figure 9. Audio configuration was rated as the easiest and overall preferable option, while flashing was rated as most enjoyable.

Error Analysis
As with the first study, two researchers analysed the footage recorded during the tasks, deriving initial codes for errors that occurred during configuration. The codes were then grouped in 5 categories. Of these, 3 were in common with those of Study 1: spatial, phone issue, and skipped step. Where in the old study users would skip steps in the printed instructions, in the new study they would advance to the next step in the onscreen instructions too soon. The 2 new categories are described in the following subsections. The distribution of error categories for each of the 3 configuration strategies is reported in Figure 10.

Network Details
One participant did not notice the network name and passphrase on the router, and assumed that they were not necessary. As such, they left the fields blank when configuring the device.

Turned Device Off
In one instance, the participant mistook the power button on the Wi-Fi device for the configuration button, and turned it off. Notably, the participant assumed the device had been configured correctly, as the status light had turned off.

Questionnaire Analysis
The responses from the questionnaires were coded by two researchers, and these were split into 9 broad categories: easy, less steps, performance, physicality, feedback, fun & novelty,
familiar, instructions, miscellaneous. The additional category in this study was *instructions*, which included comments such as “I found this to have the simplest instructions” and “Having all the information on the phone screen made things much more convenient when following the steps.” Figure 11 illustrates the reasons expressed by participants for preferring audio configuration (the favourite approach).

**Discussion**

Both audio and the web approach performed well, with all users configuring the device on their first attempt. Audio does seem a viable substitute for USB: it is completely platform independent – it can run in a browser, without requiring any drivers. It should also be noted that the audio option requires fewer electronic components than the USB one, making it simpler and cheaper to build.

It should also be underlined that the implementation of the audio configuration method that we evaluated was a rapidly developed prototype, so there is plenty of room for improvement. In particular, two issues have already been identified. Firstly, the waveform currently used is quite unpleasant to hear if the audio cable is unplugged by mistake during the transmission (this happened during our technical development, but never in the study). So, this waveform could be replaced by one that is more pleasant to listen to. Secondly, it should be easily possible to increase the transmission rate by fine tuning the analog demodulator.

The two new error categories identified by the video analysis of Study 2 are both general, i.e. not specific to any tested configuration. We believe that both of them indicate issues that can be easily solved. The device’s power button should be labelled more clearly to avoid users confusing it with the configuration button. The web application requesting users to enter the network name and password can easily be amended to make at least the network name required to progress with the interaction.

The updated version of flashing configuration performed considerably better than the version evaluated in the first study, but still less well than the alternatives. With flashing, one participant still could not successfully complete the configuration task within the 3 attempts. Five other participants required 2 attempts and one 3 attempts, giving a total of 10 failed attempts. Even excluding the 4 failed attempts due to issues that can be considered general or that can be easily avoided (2 “network details”, 1 “device being turned off”, and 1 phone issue), there were still 6 failed attempts due to issues specific to this configuration, despite the design iteration. In terms of subjective preferences, most participants in Study 2 found the flashing option to be the most enjoyable. The qualitative analysis of the answers suggests that this is mostly due to a novelty factor and because it involved physically putting the two devices in contact.

Our comparative evaluation of the configuration methods raises some questions about the suitability of flashing for device configuration. It is perhaps surprising that this method performed worse than the other methods, and yet is adopted in industry. Even though the implementation that we tested cannot be guaranteed to be the same as ones commercially available (as they are proprietary), online public product reviews also yield negative comments about the malfunctioning of the flashing configuration process.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, we have presented two usability studies, with a total of 30 participants, none of whom had formal technical training. In each study, the participants configured Wi-Fi devices with minimal UIs using a variety of techniques, inspired by methods already adopted by products on the market. Through a combination of failure analysis and subjective questionnaires, our results indicate that two configuration approaches are more usable and would be best suited to set up Wi-Fi devices. These are web configuration, where a user connects to an access point on the Wi-Fi device, and audio configuration, where the network details are sent over an audio cable that connects the smartphone to the device.

Each of them presents inherent benefits and limitations in terms of technical requirements. Web configuration requires little by way of extra hardware, but needs more platform-specific instructions and software integration. Conversely, audio configuration is more platform-agnostic, but requires a cable and a few extra electronic components.

Configuration approaches need to be intuitive and perform well if end users are to be able to incorporate, and rely on, these devices in their daily lives. Therefore, we hope that the results presented in this paper will stimulate discussion and further work related to actual deployments of Ubicomp systems that take advantage of the prevalent Wi-Fi infrastructure.
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